
Who said your dock has to be square? Not the design team at ShoreMaster! 

We know how curves can create wandering eyes, especially from your 

envious neighbors. ShoreMaster’s Infinity RS4 Curved Dock Sections take 

a good thing and make it even better. You no longer have to conform to 

the “rules” by which other docks play. Throw a curve into your RS4 dock 

system; after all, your shoreline isn’t exactly square, is it?
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1/4 Round
n   Put your imagination to 

the test for all sorts of 
interesting possibilities. 
Use 1/4 round sections 
with other curved sections, 
or our 4-foot by 10-foot 
RS4 sections, or put four 
together to create an 
8-foot diameter platform.
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DECK OPTIONS

Go to www.shoremaster.com and design your new dock using Dock Builder!

Examples of Dock Configurations

1/8 Round
n   Like our 1/4 round 

sections, you can 
use our 1/8 rounds 
with other curved 
or standard RS4 
sections.

Infinity RS4 Curved Dock Sections
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Infinity RS4 Standing Dock

The Infinity RS4 Standing Dock from 

ShoreMaster fits your unique style to 

a “T” or an “L” or however you want to 

configure your dock. With the RS4, you 

just imagine the ways that you want to 

use your dock, then configure it! If your 

style changes and you want to rearrange 

your entire dock system, not a problem, 

you can change as you go. The Infinity 

RS4’s lightweight aluminum construction 

means it looks fantastic and it’s easy to 

install, alter, and remove.
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Quick Connection System
n   Allows easy no-tool  

attachment and movement 
of accessories including 
off-deck benches, vertical 
bumpers, steps, ladders 
and more.

Trim Straps
n   Enhance your dock’s beauty with 

easy-to-install trim strips that snap 
into the dock’s aluminum channel.

n   Available in six colors: blue, green, 
tan, white, blue glow-in-the-dark, 
and green glow-in-the-dark.

Easy Assembly
n   Our simple-to-use dock  

pieces connect by hand. 
Simply lower the dock 
section into the channel 
and tighten the Quick 
Connect screws.
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Go to www.shoremaster.com and design your new dock using Dock Builder!

Examples of Dock Configurations

Infinity Leg Pocket
n  Increases stability.
n  No-tool leg adjustment.
n   Fits all ShoreMaster  

Infinity Docks.
n   Stainless steel and  

brass hardware.

4-foot by 10-foot dock.
Shown with optional accessories.


